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EVENTS: 
July 23, 2020 

Special Town Council Meeting  to conduct 
candidate interviews for the new Town Manager 
was cancelled and rescheduled after the election. 

July 23, 2020 
Special Town Council Meeting [1] 
Town Hall, 5:00 pm TAX LEVY 
Not open to the public, but you can submit a 
comment card or attend electronically. [2] 
 http://www.paysonaz.gov/Video/
Council-Meetings.html  

July 23, 2020 
Town Council Meeting [3] 
Town Hall, 5:30 pm  
watch it here: 
http://www.paysonaz.gov/Video/
Council-Meetings.html 

August 4, 2020 
ELECTION DAY!  
1.  Expedition Church 
2.  Payson First Church of the Nazarene 
3.  Mt. Cross Lutheran Church 

August 13, 2020 
Town Council Meeting [3] 
Town Hall, 5:03 pm  
Not open to the public, watch it here: 
http://www.paysonaz.gov/Video/
Council-Meetings.html  

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ 

BREAKING NEWS! 
Were you all aware of the recent threat to 
Mayor Tom Morrissey's life?   Didn't you 
read all about it in our local printed news 
source, The Payson Roundup?   No?   That's 
because apparently, they must have felt a 
threat to Our Mayor's life was not deemed 
newsworthy!   Well we do!   So, we will give 
you the facts, that are currently available.  
We will also update as events occur on this. 

On Thursday morning, July 9th, during the 
KMOG program "The Forum", a call came 
in from a male caller allegedly threatening 
to shoot Mayor Tom Morrissey.   The call 
was taken by Debbie at KMOG, who 
immediately called the Payson Police 
Department.   The phone number was 
traced to William Powell, from Star Valley 

who was questioned and taken into 
custody.   He was released from jail the 
following morning.  Apparently, alcohol was 
involved.   The case was transferred to the 
court in Fountain Hills and the arraignment 
was held Wednesday, July 22.   Current 
status of the case is currently unknown, but 
we will monitor the situation and update as 
facts become available to us. Because an 
investigation is currently in progress, no 
other information is being made available 
at this time.   

We feel the public should have been made 
aware of this event.   A threat to a mayor 
would most likely be a newsworthy article in 
almost any other community of our size.  
Sadly, after two weeks, still only silence 
from our local newspaper.  Perhaps it didn't 
make print because alcohol was a factor?  
Surely people under the influence are never 
to be taken seriously and would surely 
never do anything stupid?!   Or is it 
something else?   We think the public has a 
right to know! 

Why do you think it was never reported?  

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ 

Views and opinions expressed in The 
Payson News are those of the authors, 

and do not necessarily reflect our policy 
or position; none of which are intended 

to malign anyone or anything.  The 
Freedom Press, LLC. 

Out with the old, in with the TRUE!

FULL COVERAGE OF ELECTION PG2   FIRE ORDINANCE READY FOR COUNCIL PG 5   THE PERFECT WOMAN PG 8
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Mayor Tom Morrissey of Payson, Arizona.

CANCELLED

MAN THREATENS TO SHOOT MAYOR! 

Mary had a little lamb, her father shot it dead. Now it goes to school with her, between two chunks of bread. 
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A 2012 paper published in the 
International Science Review entitled, 
“Bribes and Ballots: The Impact of 
Corruption on Voter Turnout in 
D e m o c r a c i e s ” c o n c l u d e d t h a t 
corruption has both direct and indirect 
consequences for voter turnout. 
Directly, “citizens could become 
frustrated with a corrupt political 
es tab l i shment , and, even more 
detrimentally, lose trust in their political 
representative(s).” But “corruption 
might be one explanation for why 
democrac ies have exper ienced 
declining voter turnout during the past 
30 years or so ... (as corruption) has 
increasingly become the focus of media 
and public attention during the past 20 
or 30 years.” 

Why is there so much negative behavior 
going on in our town during this 
election?  What is worth spending over 
$20 ,000+ [4 ] on a sma l l - town 
campaign?   Why have there been 
threats to shoot the Mayor of our town?  
Why hasn’t this story made it to the 
Roundup?  Don’t be fooled by all the 
mudslinging from the MHA, RCEA, 
RCEF group to try and regain control.  
They must be getting desperate to have 
to sacrifice the peace in our Town to get 
someone elected.  Are these really the 
kind of people we want to give power 

to?  Do you think they will change when in 
office, and be respectful of the office they 
hold and of the people they serve?  To fight 
this hard, this viscously, with this much 
passion there must be a whole lot at stake. 
On “A Better Payson” site Stan Garner 
posts:  

That’s the pot calling the kettle black!  
Remember, these are the same people who 
tried to recall the Mayor and lost, sued the 
town for $87,400,000 and filed lawsuits with 
the Mayor and council members for trying 
to replace the biased representatives 
(Jennifer Smith, Larry Sugarman and Rich 
Richie) for the Town of Payson on the SLE 
Board. [5] [6]  
They have gone to great lengths to try and 
discredit their opponents by stealing signs, 
making complaints, making websites 
dedicated to trying to deceive you with lies 
and propaganda.  There’s even a picture of 
Jeff Robbins’ with a kid holding one of 
Dave Golembewski’s signs, caught red 
handed.  When asked by Dave what he was 
doing Robbins replied, “Just leveling the 
playing field.”  Wow.   

“A Better Payson” the political committee 
responsible for the Toxic Tom signs was 
founded by Mac Freezor and Cliff Potts 
both realtors, and Potts was mayor years 

ago and is on the MHA Board. Does stirring 
up our political campaign with negativity, 
lies, and threats really make “A Better 
Payson?”  These people don’t play by the 
rulebook, they have an arrogance that they 
are not held to the same standard as we 
are.   
For example: There is no reason for 
allowing Toxic Tom political signs to remain 
perched all over town despite several 
complaints that they are violating ARS 
16-1019.   Days after these signs went up a 
complaint was made, but it was decided by 
the Town attorneys it wasn’t in violation.  
The signs remained. The statute ARS 
16-1019 C1. states, “The sign must contain 
the name and telephone number, or 
website address of the candidate or 
campaign committee contact person.”  It's 
pretty clear and isn’t hard to understand. 
Common sense leads us to one conclusion, 
the town staff is truly biased against the 
Mayor (whom the majority of the people of 
Payson voted into office two years ago). 
Town Clerk, Tracy Bailey received another 
complaint on July 15 and her answer to the 
complaint was, “the signs we’re in 
compliance.” The signs are NOT in 
compliance, they need a contact person’s 

phone number.  The statute was written to 
have a contact number to call if the sign is 
questioned, damaged, misplaced by wind, 
etc. You can’t call a website, and it says, 
“website of the Candidate.”  A Better 
Payson is not a candidate, they are a 
campaign committee.  In reference to 
campaign committees the statute says, 
“campaign committee contact person.”  
The failure to enforce the election rules for 
one group and NOT the other will impact 
election results. This is so blatant it borders 
on election tampering. The town staff are 
supposed to serve the people, and act in 
the town’s best interest.  Playing favorites 
with a has-been group of Good ‘ole Boys 
during an election is where we must draw 
the line.  A formal complaint is currently 
being filed with Arizona Citizens for Clean 
Elections.  Apparently, our acting Town 
Manager doesn’t have a problem allowing 
town staff to act with such contempt for the 
CEO of the town, Mayor Tom Morrissey.  
No respect?  No accountability?  No one to 
enforce the rules?  Hold on that’s not true.  
Those aligned with the MHA, RCEA, RCEF 
(Jennifer Smith, Barbra Underwood, Jolynn 
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ELECTION CAMPAIGNING YOU 
MAY NOT KNOW ABOUT… 

For Scott:  I told my physical therapist that I broke my arm in two places.     He told me to stop going to those places.

http://www.paysonaz.gov/CFR/2020-Campaign-Finance-Reports.html
http://savepaysonaz.com/data/documents/Attachment-1-to-Memorandum-ISO-TRO-and-PI.pdf
http://savepaysonaz.com/data/documents/87-million-Claims.pdf
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Schinstock, and Scott Nossek) some of 
which have made complaints that were 
all enforced upon their opponents.  
The latest being a hypocritical and 
unsubstantiated complaint filed on the 
Mayor for an ethics violation blaming 

him for a Payson First Facebook 
page post of a funny cartoon 

m u s i c v i d e o . W e 
investigated further and 
discovered an online DIY 

funny greeting card company, 
JibJab was used to make the music 

video that was 
themed to Old 
MacDonald Had 
a Farm. Go to 
JibJab to see 
what it is about.
[7]  Apparently 
you can upload 
p h o t o s o f 
fr iends, family 
(candidates) and 
the program will 

detect the face in 
the photo, automatically cut it out, and 
place it on different characters in the 
music video or greeting card.  You can 
select from their library of prefabricated 
templates.  The 
posts have since 
been removed, but 
in looking at JibJab 
it seems innocent 
enough and all in 
good fun.  We 
didn’t see anything morally or ethically 
wrong with the silly JibJab video maker.  
There were several videos posted, and 
o n e w a s o f t h e M a y o r, D a v e 
Golembewski, Janell Sterner, Deborah 
Rose singing Twisted Sister’s hit “We’re 
not Gonna Take It.” 
When we asked for a comment from the 
Mayor he stated, “I did not post 
anything on Payson First, nor did I tell 
anyone to post anything.  I don’t 
control Payson First Facebook page 
and have no control over what other 
people do on their own.  My wife 
does all the posts for me on my 
Facebook page Morrissey for Mayor.  
Bottom line - It isn’t true, and there is 
no way they can prove that it is.  I’d 
really like a public apology from the 
counc i l woman who f i led the 
complaint.” 

Digging into this more, while on Facebook 
we discovered Councilmen Steve Smith and 
Chris Higgins are often engaged in some 
very unethical behavior themselves. Trying 
to trash the reputation of the Mayor and 
the good candidates that are allied with 
him to give the town back to the people.  
Check out this Facebook post from Steve 
Smith: 

If this is what Steve believes, why doesn’t 
he backup his accusations with real  proof?
Does he have documents or testimonies?  
No. He doesn’t.  They’ll make stuff up and 
say anything in hopes you’ll believe them. 
One could say it’s just politics, but it’s what 
the Roundup has been doing for years. This 
behavior coming from self-proclaimed 
“Christians” is anything but Christian.  Do 

we really want to give 
power to a group so 
desperate for it?  

Do you know why 
Randy Roberson quit 
KMOG?  It’s a great 
question.  Ask around 
the answer leads to 
more questions.  We 
do know Jeff Robbins 

pretends to be Don Fare on Facebook, and 
t h r e a t e n s p e o p l e 
behind the guise of a 
fake persona. Does 

this intimidation sound like something we 
want to continue in our town?  Bullies 
bullies until they are called out.  Are we all 
afraid of the MHA/RCEA/RCEF and their 
wanna-be thugs? 

There may never be another opportunity to 
get out from underneath the oppression of 
the Good ‘ole Boys in this town again.  The 

time is NOW, the power is in your vote.  
We have the power to continue to fight for 
our town and put a stop to the mass 
corruption benefitting only a few people 
who are extremely motivated to do 
whatever it takes to regain control of the 
town.  

Vote for Council incumbent Janell 
Sterner, Council candidates Deborah 
Rose, and Dave Golembewski and Tom 
Morrissey for Mayor. 

PAGE 3Did you hear about the guy whose whole left side was cut off????     He’s all right now. 

www.JibJab.com

Jeff Robbins, smoking. And 
sign….arranging?

Steve Smith promoting A Better Payson.

http://www.jibjab.com
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928.363.4163
LIKE US ON FACEBOOK
@newbeginningsthriftstore-thenook

408 W. Main Street
Payson,  AZ 85541

“THE NOOK”
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You can find past issues of  
The Payson News here: 
http://savepaysonaz.com/supporting-documents/
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PAYSON’S 
COVID-19 HOTLINE 

928.474.9260

PAYSON’S 
COVID-19 HOTLINE 

928.474.9260

From Apple & Google

I was wondering why the ball was getting bigger… Then it hit me.
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History was made at the "Building 
Advisory Board" last evening,  when the 
code we have all been working on was 
approved with one "Change" to be 
submitted to the Town Council for 
consideration at their next meeting 
Thursday , July 23rd. The Second and 
final vote will be on Thursday,August 
13 th . An exce l len t Powerpo in t 
presentation was delivered by Kevin 
McCully and Alan MacKay outlining the 
need, and the gradual steps in 
moving  Payson towards becoming a 
Fire Adaptive Community.  

The only real "pushback" against the 
o r d i n a n c e w a s t h a t o f t h e 
"consequences" for those that refuse to 
comply with the ordinance. It was 
pointed out by both the FireChief , 
David Staub, and Kevin, that it is NOT 
the goal   of the ordinance to "club" 
town cit izens and business  into 
compliance, but to work with them to 
help them move closer to solving the 
issues that are facing all of us living in a 
small mountain  town surrounded by 
forest. Darlene Younker, a long time 
worker on bringing an Ordinance to 
Payson, suggested that a one year 
moratorium clause be added to the 
Ordinance  so that  citizens would have 
time to digest and adapt to the new 
provisions.  

Alan MacKay spoke regarding his 
experience in fighting fires in towns and 
areas similar to Payson, and the need to 
start working on the issues that we all 

know exist here, and CAN work on to 
mitigate  the damage to us all not IF, but 
WHEN fire does strike our town.  

We have passed the first "hurdle", and 
now hopefully the Town Council will share 
in our concern to have the Ordinance 
approved. Many "next steps" and many 
more citizens will be needed to assist in 
growing this movement to make our town 
a safer place to live. More to come. 

  Many, Many thanks to all that have 
worked on getting the Ordinance this far, 
and to the Board for moving it forward to 
the Town Council.  

★ ★ ★ ★ 

Homemade fudge
Italian gelato
Local coffee

618 N Beeline Hwy
Payson, AZ 85541

www.paysonfudge.com

Buy 1 pound of homemade fudge and get a 1/4 pound free!

928.978.0640

PAGE 5What do you call the wife of a hippie?   A Mississippi. 

ARIZONA MUSCLE CARS

601 N. BEELINE HIGHWAY
PAYSON, AZ 85541
mike@choiceauto.com

store: 928-468-1970
cell: 602-540-3073
fax: 928.468.1968

www.choiceauto.com

WE BUY CARS!

Mike Kaiser
PRESIDENT/OWNER

Approval of the Fire Adaptive 
Community Fuel Mitigation 
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Paul Frommelt  

It's that time again.  Election season has 
descended upon us in full fury.   For 
some of you, the ballots have already 
been filled out and returned.   For 
others, the decisions are yet to be 
made.  Choose wisely.  The right to vote 
should never be taken lightly.  Decisions 
should be made after researching for 
yourself, and not using 'facts' from 
Facebook posts, or a myriad of signs 
polluting the roadways of our town. 

I've learned a lot this from campaign 
season. 

I've learned that it IS ok to raise your 
voice in crowds of mass protesters 
against first responders, while looting, 
rioting, and burning businesses. 

I've learned that it is NOT ok to lift your 
voice singing praises to your God, in a 
house of worship. 

It IS ok to force children to sequester at 
home rather than getting an education 
at school. 

It is NOT ok to quarantine criminals 
behind bars, due to a chance they may 
catch a virus that everyone else must 
quarantine against at home. 

It  IS  ok to force the closure of 
businesses, never to open again, in a 
feeble attempt to halt the spread of a 
virus, that can only end with herd 
immunity. 

It is NOT ok to go out in public without a 
mask; which does nothing against a virus, 
but calms the minds of those living in fear 
as their placebo. 

It IS ok to set up GoDaddy.com websites 
condemning and slandering those you 
oppose, with silly cartoons and caricatures 
in hostile ways. 

It is NOT ok for someone opposing your 
position to post an animated cartoon with 
similar art.   

On the same note,  

It IS ok to falsely accuse various people of 
posting such items under false assumptions 
of guilt, with no proof whatsoever but, 

It is NOT ok for anyone to question your 
actions, especially if they have not lived in 
the community over 40 years. 

It IS ok for a church leader to state political 
beliefs while in a position of Godly regard, 
encouraging a role of 'agitator', over that of 
'peacemaker.' 

It is NOT ok to quietly absorb the abuse, 
while other attackers berate you from all 
possible venues, demanding responses to 
false accusations. 

It IS ok to threaten and intimidate your 
opponents publicly and on social media, 
trolling them on every site they interact on. 

It is NOT ok; to limit or block access to your 
personal opinions; from those people who 
would attack you with profanity filled rants. 

It IS ok to be a plaintiff in a proposed 
lawsuit involving millions of dollars, against 
the very community you wish to represent 
in public office. 

It is NOT ok to ever question any possible 
dubious acts or contracts taken upon by 
administrations prior to yours. 

It IS ok to argue, but it is NOT ok to agree 
to disagree.   I guess this is the politics of 
today. 

Yes, I've learned a lot this election season.  
I'm seeing the ugly side of humanity in 
ways I never wanted, or imagined I would.  
People are applauded for attacking others, 
while hiding behind false profiles and 
names.   They attack with impunity, 
protected in a shroud of anonymity.   Good 
people are being viciously attacked, 
humiliated, and destroyed; simply over 
disagreements that only a few years ago, 
would have produced construct ive 
dialogue.   I admit I am not completely 
above reproach.   We all have our biases 
and core beliefs.   And elections seem to 
bring out emotions and passions that we 
would otherwise keep to ourselves.   But 
that is no excuse for profanity laced tirades 
and rants, that have absolutely no chance 
of swaying the minds of those still trying to 
make their decisions.   These types of 
behaviors d iscourage many Good, 
Qua l i f ied people f rom dedicat ing 
themselves to public service, due to the 
very real fear of public abuse.   It's unfair to 
them, and it's unfair to ourselves. 

Choose wisely.   There's a lot at stake.   Ask 
yourself the questions... 

"Am I happy with the direction the town 
has taken, over the past decade or two?"  
 "Am I content with the amount of control a 
select group of people seemed to wield 
over the community"? 

or... 

"Would I like to try a new direction with less 
influence over town decisions from those 
groups that have held sway over that 
period of time?” 

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ 

Two cows are grazing in a field.  One 
cow says to the other, “You ever worry 
about that mad cow disease?” 

The other cow says, “Why would I 
care, I’m a helicopter!” 

What’s OK and NOT OK

PAGE 6For Jennifer:  “I stand corrected!”   Said the man in orthopedic shoes. 

http://godaddy.com/
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By Jim Ferris 
Let me start out saying I support Janell 
Sterner, Dave Golembewski, Deborah 
Rose and Tom Morrissey in the 
upcoming town elections.  I’ve been to 
a n u m b e r o f p a t r i o t i c e v e n t s , 
celebrations, and activities promoting 
and defending American values and 
principals.  I generally see those that I 
support at these events.  I almost never 
see the opposing candidates.  Why is it 
that the candidates that I support are 
generally at these events or are 
involved in organizations supporting 
these values and their opponents are 
almost never there?  Are their 
opponents just concerned about trying 
to control local governmental policies 
and issues? - Issues that personally 
affect their self-interests.  

It seems that Payson has become a 
microcosm of our national scene – how 
sad.  We are losing the sole of our 
community and the sole of our country.  
Why do I say this?  I see some very ugly 
things being done.  I read ugly personal 
attacks and name-calling by a certain 
faction.  Let me be more descriptive.  I 
did an Arizona Corporation Commission 
search and found that a very nasty 
website spilling out falsehoods, name-
calling and engaged in personal attacks 
is an organization founded by Cliff 
Potts, Mac Freezor, and Jared Owens.  
What common affiliation(s) do these 
three have?  When you can’t win the 
debate on the merits, you resort to  

personal attacks and name-calling.  You 
spend substantial time and money to create 
websites to carry out your shallow debase 
attacks.  It is outright disgusting, not to 
mention how it stands up to Scriptural 
scrutiny.    

Let’s discuss the values and ideas that make 
Payson and our country special.  These are 
values that I believe the candidates I 
support hold dear. I believe the wise 
understand the serious threats that the Left 
poses to our culture and values; and they 
understand our future decline if we do not 
address the anti-American sentiments 
festering in our country.  Consider Payson’s 
pool of local political leaders or want-to-be 
leaders; who has taken an active roll or 
stance defending our faith values?  Why are 
they missing in action when our way of life 
is being threatened?  All of us need to be 
seen supporting these values.  Leaders 
need to be heard speaking out for these 
values.  Honesty, integrity and honor needs 
to be a part of these values.  But what’s 
needed most of all is the rarest of all virtues 
– courage.  Courage is especially critical 
today as we face the greatest fear in our 
culture today – Fear of the Left.  

If Payson does not proactively address the 
dangers of wildfires, then everything else 
doesn’t matter.  There will be nothing here.  
If we, as a larger community, do not 
address issues affecting our nation, then 
again nothing else matters.    Our Judeo-
Christian faith is under attack every turn of 
the way.  If we do not have God as our 
foundation, we will never regain the sole of 

PAGE 7Will glass coffins be a success?   Remains to be seen. 

The Payson News has 
been created by citizens of 
Payson who demand the 
TRUTH be told in Payson. If 
there is only one source for 
news, and the reporting is 
completely biased, you’re 
not getting the whole story. 
We feel newspapers have a 
r e s p o n s i b i l i t y t o t h e 
community to keep the 
people informed without 
trying to promote an agenda 
for personal gain.  To 
dis inform the publ ic is 
wrong, we have enough fake 
news in this Town. What is 
written today is our history 
t o m o r r o w .  I t i s t o o 
important to let one group 
continue to deprive us of 
the truth; thus this 
publication was 
born. 

We check the 
facts, and provide 
the link to the proof so you 
can see it for yourselves. We 
care about our history being 
written with truth and 
integrity.  The people should 
have a voice, and be able to 
question things in our town 
without threats. This is our 
town, it belongs to the 
people. If you would like to 
subscribe and be on the 
email list for The Payson 
News send an email to: 
signup4@thepaysonnews.
com Or if you’d like to 
submit an ad, send an email 
to: 
ads@thepaysonnews.com.  
We ask that you help our 
efforts and get the word out 
to neighbors, friends and 
family.  God Bless. ★ 

THE TRUTH IS LEARNED 
NEVER TOLD. 

PAST ISSUES CAN BE 
DOWNLOADED HERE: 
http://
www.savepaysonaz.com/
supporting-documents/

ThankYou!

Payson - a microcosm?

mailto:signup4@thepaysonnews.com
mailto:signup4@thepaysonnews.com
mailto:ads@thepaysonnews.com
http://www.savepaysonaz.com/supporting-documents/
http://www.savepaysonaz.com/supporting-documents/
http://www.savepaysonaz.com/supporting-documents/
mailto:signup4@thepaysonnews.com
mailto:signup4@thepaysonnews.com
mailto:ads@thepaysonnews.com
http://www.savepaysonaz.com/supporting-documents/
http://www.savepaysonaz.com/supporting-documents/
http://www.savepaysonaz.com/supporting-documents/
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An extraordinarily handsome man 
decided he had the responsibility to 
marry the perfect woman so they 
could produce beautiful children 
beyond compare. 

With that as his mission he began 
searching for the perfect woman. 

Shortly there after he met a farmer 
who had three stunning, gorgeous 
daughters that positively took his 
breath away. So he explained his 
mission to the farmer, asking for 
permission to marry one of them. 

The farmer simply replied, "They're 
lookin' to get married, so you came 
to the right place. Look 'em over 
and pick the one you want." 

The man dated the first daughter. 

The next day the farmer asked for 
the man's opinion. 

"Well," said the man, "she's just a 
weeeeee bit, not that you can 
hardly notice...pigeon-toed." 

The farmer nodded and suggested 
the man date one of the other girls; 
so the man went out with the 
second daughter. 

The next day, the farmer again asked 
how things went. 

"Well, the man replied, "she's just a 
weeeee bit, not that you can hardly 
tell...cross-eyed." 

The farmer nodded and suggested he 
date the third girl to see if things might 
be better. So he did. 

The next morning the man rushed in 
exclaiming, 

"She's perfect, just perfect. She's the 
one I want to marry." 

So they were wed right away. Months 
later the baby was born. 

When the man visited the nursery he 
was horrified: the baby was the ugliest, 
most pathetic human you can imagine. 
He rushed to his father-in-law asking 
how such a thing could happen 
considering the beauty of the parents. 

"Well," explained the farmer, "She was 
just a weeeee bit, not that you could 
hardly tell... pregnant when you met 
her!” 

★ ★ ★ ★ 
CLICK HERE FOR A FANTASY LAND 
FULL OF SWEET DEALS AND NON 

DISCLOSURE STATEMENTS 

Never criticize someone until you’ve 
walked a mile in his shoes. 

That way, when you criticize them you’ll be 
a mile away, and you’ll have their shoes! 

PAGE 8What did the janitor say when he jumped out of the closet?   “Supplies!” 

928.468.6116 
carolwattsinpayson@gmail.com      

The Perfect Woman

mailto:carolwattsinpayson@gmail.com
mailto:carolwattsinpayson@gmail.com
http://savepaysonaz.com/data/documents/Kennyland.pdf
http://savepaysonaz.com/data/documents/Kennyland.pdf
http://savepaysonaz.com/data/documents/Kennyland.pdf
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Page 9For Jolynn:  Where do you find a cow with no legs?  Right where you left it. 
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Ferris, continued from Page 7:  

this country.  America has never been 
just a geographical land mass – it is an 
Idea.  The Ideals of which created a 
county greater than the sum of its parts.  
Dennis Prager said in a speech that just 
like Christianity, America has a trinity, 
our value system, as printed on every 
coin – E Pluribus Unum, Liberty, and In 
God We Trust.  The Left is trying to 
destroy every element of our Trinity – 
church and state.  [9]  If you have never 
listened to Dennis Prager’s speech 
“American Exceptionalism’, you have to 
listen to it.  He explains that we are in 
danger of losing the sole of our county 
– the greatest value system man has 
ever devised on this earth.   

Payson need to embrace Christian and 
American values.  We will fall short of 
our potential and we will fail our 
responsibility to serve if we do not 
recognize our duty and obligation to 
adhere to the values of our American 
ideology and the tenants of our faith. 

★ ★ ★ ★ 

FOOTNOTES/LINKS: 
1. https://docs.google.com/gview?

url=https%3A%2F%2Fgranicus_production_attach
ments.s3.amazonaws.com%2Fpayson%2F9e6aaf3c
7c9f644e570e913fc713d3090.pdf&embedded=tru
e  

2. https://docs.google.com/gview?url=https://
granicus_production_attachments.s3.amazonaws.c
om/payson/
326e677348e2a59e09dfaa88fb3918dc0.pdf&emb
edded=true 

3. http://www.paysonaz.gov/Speaker-Request-
Form.html 

4. http://www.paysonaz.gov/CFR/2020-Campaign-
Finance-Reports.html 

5. savepaysonaz.com/data/documents/Attachment-1-
to-Memorandum-ISO-TRO-and-PI.pdf 

6. http://savepaysonaz.com/data/documents/87-
million-Claims.pdf 

7. www.jibjab.com 
8. http://savepaysonaz.com/data/documents/

Kennyland.pdf 
9. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cgVFj2cJjcA 

PAGE 10What do you call a bee that can’t make up its mind?  A maybe. 

ACROSS

DOWN
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